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Professional Loggers: The Root Of 
Maine’s Forest Resource Industry 

 

 
Commission to Study the Economic, Environmental and Energy 

Benefits of the Maine Biomass Industry  
August 2, 2016 

 
 
 
 



Professional Logging Contractors of Maine 

Loggers Serving Loggers      
 

• In 1995 a group of Loggers  
created PLC to provide 
PROFESSIONAL LOGGERS with a 
voice in a rapidly changing industry. 

• Quality Harvest Operations 
• Business Innovation – Master Logger 
• Safety 
• Logger Advocacy 
• Community Impact – Log-A-Load 
• Contractor members – employ 2,500  
• 75% of the Maine’s Annual Timber 

Harvest 
 

 



The Economic Impact of Logging in Maine, 2014 

Mindy S. Crandall, University of Maine  
Anil Raj Kizha, University of Maine 
Katelyn McCullock, Farm Credit East 
Dana Doran, Professional Logging Contractors of 
Maine 
  
With:  
Jessica Clark, Professional Logging Contractors of 
Maine 
James Anderson, University of Maine 
Steve Bick, Northeast Forests LLC 

Funded by Farm Credit East Agricultural 
Enhancement Grant 2015 



Maine Loggers Invest…… 

• $24 million in equipment 
purchases in 2014 

• $87 million in equipment 
inventory 

• $311,000 in loan interest 
annually 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Logging in Maine is highly mechanized. Whether whole-tree or cut-to-length systems, harvesting requires significant investment in equipment that must be maintained or replaced frequently. Survey results from 40 companies indicated purchases of over $24 million worth of equipment in 2014, and over $87 million in standing equipment inventory. Interest dollars on the new purchases alone accounts for over $311,000 annually – and that’s just a portion of the industry. Competitiveness in logging is essential to the competitiveness of the forest industry as a whole and is increasingly important in our globalized world. 



Maine Loggers Employ…… 

• 4,607 individuals 
employed directly 

• Average company:  
12 in woods, 2 in office 
support, 6 in trucking, 2 
mechanics 

• $190 million payroll & 
proprietor income 

• $295 million direct 
output 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are an estimated 4,607 individuals directly employed in the logging industry. On average, companies surveyed employed 12 people in the woods, two in office support, six in trucking, and two mechanics. Wage compensation and proprietor income from direct employment totaled over $190 million in 2014, and the value of the sector’s production (output) was $295 million. More jobs in the trucking industry are directly tied to harvesting, as well. Survey respondents indicated that a full quarter of companies primarily contracted outside sources for trucking wood.



Maine Loggers Consume…… 

• Fuel 
• Tools 
• Parts 
• Services 
• $551 million in total output 

&  5,442 overall 
employment arises from 
the work of loggers in 
Maine 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not only does logging provide direct employment, our dollars and investments fuel larger impacts within the economy. Using a standard economic model, estimates of the total impact of the logging industry, including the purchases that are possible from wages and the increased economic activity spurred by our industry (multiplier effects), were $551 million in output and 5,443 in employment. 



Challenges and Opportunities 



Our Challenges 
 

• Increased Operational Costs – Minimal Rate Increase 
• Reduced Markets 
• Low Profitability = Tight margins = Running on 

Equity 
• Longer hauls 
• High Workforce Demand = Low Workforce Supply 
• Contractors are going out of business and increased 

fiber costs are not a result of contractor wealth. 
 

≠ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since August of 2015, three pulp and paper mills have shutdown, one pulp and paper mill filed for bankruptcy, four pellet mills shut down temporarily, two biomass electric facilities have shut down, and other mill curtailments/shutdowns might be on the horizon. To put this into perspective, over the last eight months, we are talking about the loss of 3.1 million tons of fiber, which represents 100,000 undelivered truckloads of wood, or 20% of the total amount consumed by Maine mills in 2014, and the loss of almost 1,400 rural jobs. From a loggers perspective, but one that is probably shared by landowners, truckers, mills, equipment dealers, and the entire forest products value chain, a market curtailment has hit the state of Maine.  This market curtailment affected the rest of the country between 2009 and 2013, and is now in our living room.  Markets are our primary issue right now and the resolve before you today might provide a long term solution and opportunities to create new value added markets for Maine.  



Benefits/Consequences of 
Biomass   

 195 MW biomass generation = 900 logging and 
trucking jobs with contractors 

 Enhances forest health, encourages forest 
growth and regeneration 

 Serves as an end market for low-value forest 
material and residue for loggers, landowners 
and mills 

 Keeps value chain intact, facilitates 
manufacturing, avoids layoffs 

 What happens to 2.5 million tons of residue 
that cannot be consumed by the biomass 
electric facilities? 

 
 
 

Those roots continue today… 



Complimentary Markets  

• Biomass 
power uses 
lower-value 
fiber, 
including 
bark and 
other waste 
from pellet 
mills,  
sawmills, 
and pulp & 
paper mills 
 



Biomass Power in Maine 

X 
X 



Our Recommendations for Biomass 
Market Sustainability and Expansion   

Legislative Changes to Incentivize Market Development  
 
 Create a biomass energy policy that fits within the state’s Comprehensive Energy Plan 
 Enact RPS reform:  

 Create a thermal class similar to MA and NH to incentivize increased biomass use for thermal 
 Extend RPS targets beyond 2017 

 Amend laws to enable/encourage co-located systems that cross public rights-of-way 
 Enact a policy that encourages net metering/micro-grids and distributed generation.  This will lower 

long-term T & D costs and incentivize manufacturing growth. 
 

Economic development 
 The PUC or Maine’s Energy Office should conduct a holistic analysis on the cost/benefit of biomass for 

electric and thermal at current and future.   
 Create incentives for new CHP investment and district heating 
 Support of biomass in other New England RPS programs 
 Create incentives for fuel switching for thermal in commercial, institutional and industrial.  
 Promote local wood = local good.  Get Real Get Maine.  
 Circulate 90% of money spent on heating within the economy rather than exporting it.    

 



Dana Doran 
Executive Director 

PLC of Maine 
(207) 441-3621 

Executivedirector@maineloggers.com 
 

For More Information: 

mailto:Executivedirector@maineloggers.com
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